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MESA PUBLIC SCHOOLS FINANCIAL CHALLENGES

BALANCING THE 2008-09 BUDGET
As you may remember, we projected a loss in

enrollment a year ago, when we planned for this
school year. Since our revenue from the state is based
primarily on enrollment, we reduced our
expenditures by $20 million to balance our 2008-09
budget.

When school opened and the fall term
commenced, we heard that state leaders were
projecting a shortfall in their expected revenue for this
school year that, in turn, would impact the funding
we would receive.

In November, we began to further reduce our
expenditures to have funds available to “give back” to
the state. In February, we were notified that our “give
back” amount was $1 million greater than we
anticipated.

What’s worse is that, by May 15, we are required
to reduce our current budget and return $9.6 million
to the state.

PLANNING FOR THE 2009-10 BUDGET
Now, we are planning for the 2009-10 school year,

and the revenue forecasts for Arizona are bleak. The
state is facing a $3 billion deficit from its $9 billion

total budget. K-12 education costs comprise 41
percent of the state’s total budget.

We know we will be taking deep cuts to our
district revenue. Legislators have developed one list
after another of possible education cuts but, to date,
there is no declared plan of action.

We have all read about the federal stimulus plan
and how it will provide additional funding (though
short-lived) to school districts. But we have not
received any word on those funds, their amounts or
their use.

MPS IS FORCED TO IMPOSE A
REDUCTION IN FORCE

We are required byArizona State Statutes to notify
teachers by April 15 if their positions are being
eliminated. Because of this time line mandate and
financial uncertainties, MPS is forced to impose a
reduction in force (RIF).

Our entire organization is being thoroughly
examined to find areas for potential cuts. However, as
more than 90 percent of our operating budget is in
salaries and benefits to our employees, it will be
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By Debra Duvall, superintendent

This is the time of year when our administrators, Governing Board and employee groups come
together to plan for the next school year. As you know, next year presents unique challenges

not only to Mesa Public Schools but also to all districts, cities and state governments.
To keep you updated on the status of our financial challenges and the potential impact on you,

I’d like to share the most recent information and developments.
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impossible to reduce our budget
without impacting staff.

A process is in place to determine
which positions will be eliminated as
staffing areas are identified. Teachers
who are impacted by the reduction in
force will be notified in writing by
April 15.

RIFS BASED ON SENIORITY
Informational meetings are

scheduled for employees to ask
questions regarding this process, their
future employment opportunities and
their health benefits.

The reduction in force (RIF)
process is based upon the length of
continuous employment in the district
(seniority) in the job category in which
cuts are to be made. This is different
from the obligatory transfer process.

EXAMPLES FOR CERTIFIED
For example, if it is necessary to

reduce the number of elementary
contracts, the elementary teachers
with the least amount of service in the
district will be the teachers whose
positions are eliminated.

At the secondary level, the process
is similar within the content areas. If
we reduce the number of math
teachers at the junior and senior high
schools, the secondary math teachers
with the least amount of service in the
district will be the math teachers
whose positions are eliminated.

EXAMPLES FOR CONTRACT
SUPPORT STAFF

The process is similar, though the
time line is different, for contract
support staff positions on the district’s
table of organization.

For example, if one buyer’s
assistant position must be reduced,
the person in that job category with
the least amount of continuous
contract service will be the buyer’s
assistant whose position is eliminated.

In the case of contract support
positions, the least senior person in
the job category, regardless of his or
her location in the district, will
become the RIF’d employee.

OVERALL REDUCTIONS
We anticipate a reduction across

all schools of approximately 100
elementary teachers and 80 secondary
teachers.

Within each secondary school, we
will reduce office and/or support staff
by two junior high positions and three
high school positions.

Moreover, we anticipate a reduc-
tion of at least 101 certified employees
and at least 96 classified employees
within the district departments and
offices that support our schools. It’s
possible these numbers will change in
the coming weeks.

OTHER CUTBACKS PLANNED
In addition to reductions in overall

staffing, expenditures in other areas
will be impacted. For example:
• Supply budgets will be reduced 15

percent.
• Conference registration, travel and

professional leave will be limited.
• Transportation routes are being

examined for efficiency.
• Web mail will replace many

printed newsletters and notices.
We will continue to review our

nonsalary expenditures for further
reductions.

These are unprecedented times in our district’s history.
These measures are painful and extremely difficult. I ask that you help

and be supportive of one another as we chart this messy course,
and I promise to keep you up-to-date as issues and decisions unfold.
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